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Abstract
The paper is devoted to study the contemporary role of investments to economic development in the context of
Uzbek stock exchange. The comparative analysis of economic development and stock market trends in
Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan and Russia for the period of 2000-2015 are conducted using documentary analysis,
quantitative and qualitative analysis, and other statistical methods of research.
The results reveal that Uzbekistan has made notable change in regulation and improvement of investment
climate and has stable economic development trends for the studied period. However, Stock market development
in Uzbekistan remains weak and recent government effort to accelerate privatization is expected to boost the
market and support foreign investments attraction.
Keywords: investments, growth, stock, exchange, Uzbekistan, market
1. Introduction
The importance of investment for economic growth has long been recognized. Investment in a nation’s capital
stock may contribute to increased productivity and hence stronger economic growth in the medium term. This
holds true for both the formation of tangible fixed assets such as machinery and equipment, and intangible assets
originating from investment in research and development (Kolev, A., Tanayama, T., & Wagenvoort, R., 2013).
Furthermore, theory and evidence imply that better developed financial systems ease external financing
constraints facing firms, which illuminates one mechanism through which financial development influences
economic growth (Levine, R., 2005). It should come as no surprise then that investment is suppressed when
finance is unavailable, and that economies perform badly when financial sectors underperform. In contrast, a
well-functioning and developed financial sector can boost economic growth.
According to a recent study by the European Commission this stable long-term relationship between investment
and economic activity broke down in 2008. Since the beginning of 2008 investment rates have declined
appreciably across the EU-27. This decline has been larger than could have been predicted on the basis of the
historical relationship between investment and GDP. There, gross fixed investment relative to GDP has declined
by about 7 percentage points compared with the 15-year pre-financial crisis average (EC, Quarterly Report on
the Euro Area. 2013).
The research shows that falling demand for natural resources and collapse of oil prices combined by recent
monetary policies in advanced economies have undermined the growth prospects of developing countries
(Stiglitz, J., & Rashid H., 2016). As a result all Central Asian countries including Uzbekistan have faced the
challenges of global and regional negative factors.
The objective of this publication is to provide an analysis of investment in connection to economic growth.
Problems in current investment climate and the ways to support the stock exchange market in Uzbekistan were
researched in the context of attraction of foreign investments. To reach this goal economic growth, investments,
stock exchange performance in Uzbekistan is studied in comparison with other emerging countries such as
Russia and Kazakhstan.
We begin by discussing current development trends, investment climate, and analyze the structure and main
indicators of Uzbek stock exchange before assessing the impact of the government regulation.
2. Overview of Investment Climate in Uzbekistan
According to results of the research Uzbekistan remains among the top ten fastest growing countries with the
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annual GDP growth rate of 8.0% (Burkhanov, U., Maitah, M., & Amonov, Kh., 2015) and outperforming its oil
dependent neighbors such as Kazakhstan and Russia (figure 1).
The government of Uzbekistan declares that attracting foreign direct investment is core priority and there were
more than 50 legislative documents issued to accelerate and coordinate investment processes. The legislation
provides a wide range of guarantees to investors, including: protection against discrimination, protection from
harm caused by retroactive implementation of legislation, protection from interference by the state in the
economic activity of foreign investors, and protection from any changes in legislation that worsens foreign
investment conditions (Burkhanov, U., & et. al., 2015).
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Figure 1. GDP growth rate of Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan and Russia1
Recently, Uzbekistan has made notable improvement in investment climate and consequently in World Bank’s
Doing Business Index is ranked is in Top-10 economies showing the most in performance indicators in 2014/15
(table 1)
Table 1. The changes of Uzbekistan’s indicators in World Bank’s Doing Business Index2
Years
DB 2015
DB 2016
Indicators
Starting a Business
Registering Property
Getting Credit

Overall ranking
Change (+/-)
▲5
▲54
+/▲22
▲26
▲63

Position
141
87
DB-2016
42
87
42

The study shows that the overall business climate may be described as stable, but with a potential for rapid
growth in the event of more radical reforms towards privatization and reduced state regulation of the economy.
Uzbekistan could keep stable rates of capital investments during and post financial-crisis period, which allowed
beginning to modernize of industry and diversify of the economy. In contrast, the rates of capital investments in
Kazakhstan were more volatile and reduced to about 24% of GDP in 2014, comparing its peak period (35% in
2007). Also, Russian economy badly hurt by Western sanctions fell behind to Uzbekistan with about 20% of
GDP in 2014 against 25% of GDP in Uzbekistan for the same time (figure 2).
However, the Western sanctions to Russia (which is the main trading partner of Central Asian countries) severely
damage foreign currency inflows to Uzbekistan and government plans to fill this gap through massive
privatization program. The figure 3 shows increasing volume of FDI in Uzbek economy. In the absence of
reliable data on portfolio of foreign investments the figure represents general positive trend.

1

Prepared by the author on the bases of www.theglobaleconomy.com data.

2

Author's calculations based on the World Bank Doing Business Index Report, 2016.
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Figure 2. Capitaal investments in Uzbekistan,, Kazakhstan aand Russia3
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Figure 33. Foreign direect investmentts in Uzbekistaan4

As of 20116 the governm
ment started nnew privatizatiion program aaimed reducinng the level off state share in
n the
economy tto strategicallyy and economiccally reasonabble levels (figurre 4). Accordinng to the state program in 5 years
y
more than 85% of GDP should be geneerated by privaate sector.
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Figure 4. Increasing priivate sector shaare in Uzbekisstan5
The prograam includes prrivatization of 1247 state entterprises and aassets, includinng 512 enterpriises - at “zero cost”
3

Prepared by the author on
o the bases of www.theglobbaleconomy.coom data.

4

www.thegglobaleconomyy.com/Uzbekisstan

5

The Ministry of Financee of the Repubblic of Uzbekisstan data
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and sale of the state share in 68 large-scale enterprises (“Ferghana-azot”, “Navoi-azot”, “Photon” “Dzijak
accumulator plant”, “Qizilkum cement”, “Urgench excavator plant”, etc.) only for our strategic foreign investors.
3. Analysis of Uzbek Stock Market
The stock exchange in Uzbekistan is in the stage of formation. With the recent legislative changes to improve
regulation of corporations and corporate governance government want to accelerate reforms and decrease state
participation in economy.
Stock market capitalization of about 50 percent of GDP and more is an indication of a well-developed stock
market (www.theglobaleconomy.com). Yet, in most countries the stock market almost does not exist and it’s
close to zero.
The stock market capitalization is calculated as the number of shares traded on the stock exchange times their
prices. It is a measure of the size of the stock market in the country. It is usually reported as percent of GDP so
that we can evaluate the size of the stock market relative to the size of the economy.
The figure 5 compares stock market capitalization rate of Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan and Russia. However, the data
for Uzbekistan provided only till 2006 and the stock market capitalization rate is about 4% of GDP which is still
remains low comparing the other two (OECD, 2012).
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Figure 5. Stock market capitalization in Uzbekistan6
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Figure 6. Stock market turnover ratio, Uzbekistan7
Among studied countries the highest capitalization rate in Kazakhstan, but high volatility and recent sharp
decline can be seen from the figure. Russia stock market capitalization with average 20% of GDP remains more
stable during the studied period.
The low capitalization rates during 2000-2006, in Uzbekistan can be explained by declining stock market turnover
ratio (figure 6). Lack of data for the recent years makes impossible to conduct analysis for this market indicator.
6

Prepared by the author on the bases of www.theglobaleconomy.com data

7

www.theglobaleconomy.com/Uzbekistan
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The stock market could be composed of a few largee companies w
whose shares aare seldom tradded and large stock
market cappitalization does not necessaarily mean that the stock marrket is active.
The results of Uzbek goovernment effoort to revive thhe market it shows some signns of improvem
ment. For instance,
at the end of 2015 the number
n
of conncluded deals aat the Republican Stock Excchange "Tashkkent" has reach
hed a
record higgh in the last five
f
years - 27794 deal, whichh is more thann three times tthe figure for the same perio
od in
2014 (893 deals) (Stock Exchange Revview, 2015). T
The steady risee can be seen inn total market turnover (figu
ure 7)
which is reeached in 161 bln. UZS in 20015.
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Figure 7. Deals concluuded in stock m
market, bln. UZ
ZS8
In additionn, the other poositive indicatoor of stock maarket can be seeen in increaseed number of llisted companiies in
Uzbekistann from the begginning of 20115. The 128 neew companiess were includedd in the quotaation list, and at
a the
end of 2015 their numbber reached too 261 (figure 88). The data ffor Uzbekistann is not providded for 2008-2
2010,
however thhe figure preseents the positivve trend compaaring for otherr studied stock markets.
The analyysis of qualityy indicators oof listed comppanies shows that the 24 jjoint stock coompanies meet the
requiremennts of categoryy "A", 28 of thhem meet the rrequirements oof category "B", 177 – in cattegory "C" and
d 32 in categorry "P" (Stock Exchange Revview, 2015). A
Among the listed companiess - commerciaal banks, insurrance
companiess, enterprises of oil and gaas, production of constructiion materials, agriculture, eenergy, metalss and
others.
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Figure 8. Nuumber of listedd companies oof selected couuntries9
The study reveals that inn the structuree of total exchaange turnover secondary maarket securitiess is dominated 58.8%
8
9

Stock Excchange Review
w, 2015

Prepareed by authhor on thhe basis
www.theglobaleconomyy.com/Uzbekisttan

ddata
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%

of the total turnover or 94.7 bln.UZS (Figure 9), or the absolute turnover of this market rose almost 3 times in
comparison with the year 2014 (32.2 bln.UZS).
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Figure 9. Stock market structure, Uzbekistan10
The analysis of stock exchange indices from the categories of investors, it should be noted that the volume of
investments of legal entities is a major part of the exchange turnover – 95.0 bln. UZS or 81.8% of total turnover.
At the same time, a slight decrease in investment activity from individuals, whose share in the stock exchange
turnover amounted to 18.2%, or 18.6 bln. UZS.
Analysis of IPO market results that 7 out of top 10 IPO are made by banks and this situation can be explained by
remaining high interest from investors to this sector (table 2). For instance, 93.1% of investors preferred
banks securities in 2015, while this data for 2014 was 93.4%.
Table 2. Top 10 IPO’s in Uzbekistan in 201511
Name of company
Ipoteka-bank
InFinBank
Aloqabank
Trastbank
Asia Alliance Bank
O''zsanoatqurilishbank
Qo'qon yog'-moy
Kapitalbank
Kogon Yog-Ekstraksiya zavodi
Turonbank

Industry
Banking
Banking
Banking
Banking
Banking
Banking
Food industry association
Banking
Food industry association
Banking

IPO volume, bln. UzS
56.5
15.7
13.7
13.1
12.6
11.7
6.4
5.0
5.0
4.1

The study of sectorial structure of stock markets is also important, because it’s a good indicator showing how
stock market represents the whole economy. Thus, the study considers the sectorial structure of Uzbek stock
exchange in 2015 (figure 10). It reveals that bank securities were the most traded assets for the 2015 totaling
87.8% of all trade, followed by agroindustry sector with 7%. And, all other sectors of economy even could not
made 5% of trades. This evidence’s previous studies (Burkhanov U., Maitah M. & Amonov Kh., 2015) that the
economy lacks of well diversification and need further reforms towards to market liberalization.

10

Stock Exchange Review, 2015

11

Stock Exchange Review, 2015
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Figure 10. Thhe sectorial struucture of stockk market, Uzbeekistan12
4. Foreign
n Experience of
o Investmentt Attraction
The researrch reveals thaat (Review.uz, 2016) to suppport stock exchhange the prioority is given tto foreign inve
estors
in privatizzation program
m. According to presidentiaal decree datedd March 19, 22012 Korea eexchange (KRX
X) is
expected tto become a shareholder of Tashkent RS
SE in 2014 bby acquiring 225 percent in the equity capital.
Meantime,, shareholders of RSE are local largest com
mmercial bankks and state (ww
ww.wikipedia..org).
In this coontext studyinng advanced fforeign experiience is wortthwhile in devveloping natioonal strategy. The
increased rrole of stock exchanges
e
to atttract foreign innvestments caan be seen in onne of the fast ggrowing econo
omies,
in South K
Korea.
Accordingg to the study at
a the end of 22011, foreign oownership of domestic exchhange-listed shhares accounted for
KRW 351.5 trillion, jusst over 30% oof the total maarket capitalizzation of KRW
W 1.148 trillioon (figure 11). The
domestic sstock market was
w first openeed to foreign iinvestors in 19992. The perceentage of dom
mestic shares ow
wned
by foreignn investors steaadily climbed uuntil it hit a peeak of 42.1% inn July of 2004. However, ow
wing in large part to
the 2008 financial crisiis, rallies of eequities in em
merging markets, and globall investor porrtfolio adjustm
ments,
foreign ow
wnership has been
b
on a gennerally downw
ward trend as a percentage of the markett, starting in 2005.
2
Nevertheleess, for past few years foreiggn ownership hhad increased aagain at a slow
wer pace (www
w.kofia.or.kr).

Figure 11. Holdiings of listed sstock by foreiggn investors, Soouth Korea

12

Stock Exxchange Review, 2015
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Further, thhe analysis of South
S
Korean m
market shows (figure 12) sliight decline in the number of registered foreign
investors sstarting from 2010,
2
howeverr, holdings of llisted stocks w
were increased from about 300% in 2010 to 33%
in 2012.

Figure 12. Nuumber of registtered foreign iinvestors, Soutth Korea
It is also w
worth knowinng that the quaantitative easinng in the US and Europe's LTRO effortss spurred a shift in
liquidity tooward capital markets, whicch will possiblly lead to a woorldwide stockk rally (Stiglitzz J. and Rashid H.,
2016).
The results of other studdy show that sttarting from 20013 Russian sttock indicatorss climbed dow
wn reflecting to
o low
oil prices aand western saanctions (Jain S., 2015). The Russian govvernment is atttempting to reccover stock market
loss by atttraction of foreeign investors,, which planneed to take place through the change of dividend policy of
o the
country’s leading state corporations aas well as impplementation of other regullation measurees. According to a
recent chhange, all thee country’s lleading state--owned comppanies and coorporations w
will use the new
dividend ppolicy, which involves paym
ment of dividennds in the amoount of not lesss than 25% off their annual profit
p
(Gerden E
E., 2015).
Accordingg to analysts, so far, the majoority of foreignn investors, whhich suspendedd their activitiies in Russia due to
the crisis, have decided to
t return to thee market. The ever growing interest is observed in the caase of a wide range
r
of foreign investors from
m hedge fundss to large inveestment funds. Overall, the bbiggest activitiies of foreigne
ers in
the Russiaan market are currently
c
obserrved in the seggments of corpporate bonds, aas well as government bonds and
equities.
Devaluatioon of the Russsian currency – Rouble againnst the US dolllar, euro and oother currenciees, (which are used
for commoodities’ tradingg), has made many Russiann industrial secctors, such as agriculture, pprocessing, tex
xtiles,
petrochem
micals, more coompetitive andd, therefore, moore attractive tto foreign inveestors. In addittion, many asse
ets in
the Russiaan market are currently
c
underrvalued (www
w.globalinvestormagazine.com
m).
5. Conclussion
The study is motivated by
b the global aand regional chhallenges develloping marketss have faced inn recent years. This
article proovides empiriical evidence on economicc developmennt, investmentt climate andd stock marke
et in
Uzbekistann. Despite thee stable econoomic growth rrates and recent improvemeent (upgradingg to 87 positio
on in
global rannking) in WB doing
d
Businesss index, Uzbeekistan needs rrapid reforms towards to maarket liberaliza
ation.
The compaarative analysiis of stock marrkets in Uzbekkistan, Kazakhhstan and Russsia for the period of 2000-20
015 is
resulted, tthat Uzbek stoock market reemains weak aand recent goovernment effoort to acceleraate privatizatio
on is
expected tto boost the market
m
and suppport foreign innvestments attrraction. Howevver, as recent study revealed
d that
positive treend with increeasing number of listed comppanies and revvitalized trade in stock exchaange can be seen in
preliminarry results of refforms.
In sum, thhe research atttempts to assess investmennt environmennt and to provvide empirical evidence of stock
market inssides in Uzbekistan and reveaals existing prooblems for futture research.
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